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The sword light and sword shadow, majestic and fierce, intertwined, like the top cover of the sky turned 

down and covered here. The mysterious and vast momentum immediately surrounded the mountain 

forest and surrounded sun Yerong's figure. 

 

It was someone who urged the sect protection array in the sect door, led the heaven and earth vision, 

blocked sun Yerong's way, and formed the trend of hanging. 

 

Sun Yerong was not afraid of this. The field released by the light sword suspended above her head was 

enough to block these attacks for her. 

 

This is the power of the mother sword formula of all things, which is combined with the cave Qi of the 

origin of heaven and earth in xuanhai. Its power is extremely amazing. 

 

Several elders stood in the air, occupying different positions of the array. They held the formula in their 

hands, chanted words in their mouths, and a powerful divine awn erupted behind them. 

 

It was like waking up an ancient beast that had been sleeping for a long time. The ancient and wild 

momentum swept out, shaking the nearby mountains and forests. Mountains and rivers tremble, and all 

things crawl. 

 

The patriarchal protection array, which has existed for thousands of years, has now opened a small part 

of its power. 

 

Just this small part is enough to frighten countless people. 

 

Eternal visions appear, and the sun, moon and stars are eclipsed. 

 



The power and pressure shown in this ancient array is unmatched by the arrival of the Cambodian 

emperor. 

 

But what lies in front of him now is one of the most powerful supernatural powers in the world. It 

contains the power of ancient Hongmeng and is connected with the origin of heaven and earth in the 

xuanhai sea. It is not comparable to ordinary people at all! 

 

The elders of Jianjia sword sect could not recognize the treasure used by sun Yerong across the guardian 

array. They could only detect a very dangerous smell. 

 

The elder, who was the leader, changed his fingerprints rapidly, and runes poured out of her palm, 

condensed into extremely bright fine light, and merged into all parts of the protectorate array. 

 

"Ten thousand sword array!" 

 

With a roar from ancient times, it sounded in horror in this space. Thousands of extremely flashing 

spiritual swords emerged on the sect protection array! 

 

The great array of gods and swords will burst at this moment, and everything will become a bubble and 

ashes to ashes. 

 

The rumbling sound is heard all the time, and accompanied by the movement like the collapse of the 

earth. Such a scene can be called arbitrary forever. 

 

After that, the ultimate power suddenly broke out, which impressively led to the power of chaos. 

 

With a loud bang, the golden streamer fled away in the blink of an eye. It was like a meteor falling to the 

ground. It was smashed out, and countless swords roared out. They were ever-changing, making people 

have nowhere to hide. 

 

In front of such vast forces, the formula of the mother sword of all things suspended above sun Yerong's 

head has also turned into a very empty color. 

 



Under the sky, countless majestic spiritual powers poured out one after another and turned into a 

golden sun, majestic and huge, as if to cover all this heaven and earth. 

 

Sun Yerong snorted coldly, and her original dull look changed suddenly. She grabbed the flying hundred 

flowers divine sword and waved it down. 

 

The magic power contained in the mother sword of all things becomes very thorough, wrapping the 

glittering petals, quietly blooming, giving people unlimited reverie space. 

 

The two collided with each other, and the amazing power broke out, just like a meteorite burning up in 

the atmosphere. The whole xuanhai sea can be seen. On the northern sky, there is a violent force rising. 

 

The elders who controlled the protectorate array looked extremely shocked. They didn't expect that 

after sun Yerong disappeared for a period of time and returned again, their strength had been raised to 

such a terrible level. 

 

The elder, who was responsible for maintaining the array hub, looked out and stared at the wisp of 

chaos on sun Yerong's head. 

 

"That's... Nine heaven magic!" 

 

Her voice reached the ears of others. 

 

Others were not calm at once. The abandoned disciples of this sect actually got the legendary nine 

heaven divine skill. Although they had never seen such a supreme divine object, how many treasures in 

the whole xuanhai could resist the attack of the protectorate array? 

 

Or what kind of treasure can make them feel fear from the bottom of their heart? Only the nine gods! 

 

Their thoughts had just come to this point. Outside the big array, sun Yerong had launched a killing 

move, and a strong sword intention rushed into the sky. 

 



The hundred flowers divine sword in her hand has thrown away the previous softness, and the rolling 

killing intention is like a hot sun, enveloping the boundless Jianjia mountains. 

 

Before her sword was cut out, there were traces of sword Qi around her. It was extremely deep and 

dark. 

 

That sword contains extremely powerful supreme truth! And Hongmeng's chaotic Qi merge with each 

other, blend with each other, and become incomparably powerful! 

 

It's a terrible sword! 

 

Even if those people are in the protectorate array now, they can see the turbulent aura and a hot sun 

condensed by the hundred flower divine sword through the hazy array! 

 

To some extent, the power of this sword has surpassed the ordinary true disciples, and the degree of 

deterrence is close to those high-ranking elders. 

 

With the wind and clouds, the world shook. Sun Yerong held a hundred flowers divine sword and 

evolved the true martial art of the mother sword formula of all things. Her eyes were full of indifference. 

When she looked at the Jianjia sword sect, she had no feelings. 

 

Since she learned that her younger martial sister Chu Rou was tortured and killed by the elders of Jianjia 

sword sect, she was disheartened. She had planned to live in seclusion in the mountains and forests and 

thoroughly understand the nine heaven magic. 

 

But now her heart is only angry and unwilling, and the resentment that can destroy mountains and 

rivers! 

 

Younger martial sister Chu Rou, but she is the only one who can confide in the whole Jianjia sword sect! 

She could even make up a picture. Before her death, younger martial sister Chu Rou looked at the 

people in despair, but no one could stand up and help her. 

 

This includes master! 



 

Now it seems that the so-called teachers are just ruthless superiors who use them as chess pieces. They 

have no pity and protection for their disciples. 

 

Such a rotten and impersonal sect can survive to this day and firmly occupy the top throne of many sects 

in xuanhai, simply because xuanhai has not been connected with other worlds. 

 

In other words, it is the old capital left by Jianjia fairies and Hongjun ancestors. 

 

If xuanhai is completely connected with the whole world of heaven and the channel is open, there must 

be other sects or races competing for territory. At that time, Jianjia sword sect will lose in a mess. 

 

Those people of Jianjia sword sect made every effort to pour all their strength into the clan protection 

array. The light of the garrison lit up again and offered a cutting edge. 
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All over the world, straight into the sky. 

 

But sun Yerong is not afraid. Her mind sweeps out wildly, and the soul power that devours all things can 

bloom in a moment. 

 

The stubborn intention of killing firmly locked several elders who controlled the array. The next 

moment, they suddenly broke out and hit the array. The sect protector array, which is known to be able 

to intercept 100000 demon soldiers and demons, became shaky and extremely unstable. 

 

"Why?" 

 

Those people's faces suddenly changed, because they saw that there was a small crack spreading out of 

the big protective clan array that had never seen a crack. 

 



The crack spread slowly, but it was very conspicuous. 

 

The power of the nine heavenly divinities is attached to it, like a monster that only chooses people and 

eats them, trying to get in through the crack. 

 

Several elders in charge of maintaining the array were directly attacked, and their faces turned blue and 

white. Obviously, their resistance reached the limit! 

 

You should know that the nine heavenly divinity skills have absorbed many Qi and power of the xuanhai 

sea. The degree of terror in the xuanhai sea is beyond imagination. If it is in other places, it may not 

have this effect. 

 

Sun Yerong poured all his spiritual power into it. The hundred flower divine sword was like a virtual 

shadow to the sky. It ran directly to the Jianjia sword sect and destroyed the sky and the earth. 

 

The strength of those elders is more than Baijia territory, but they still can't stop sun Yerong's violent 

attack. 

 

More and more Jianjia sword sect disciples gathered around to watch the war, and their faces were 

surprised. 

 

"Is elder martial sister sun crazy? She's even against the sect door. She hasn't stepped into the realm of 

the heavenly king! Any elder can defeat him." 

 

A sword sect disciple said. 

 

"Look at this posture. Can they beat elder martial sister sun? Elder martial sister sun seems to have got 

the same wonderful treasure!" 

 

"In other words, did elder martial sister sun come back because elder martial sister Chu was killed? It's a 

pity. In fact, it's xuanjiyue's fault. If she doesn't come..." 

 



"All right! You'd better shut up. Xuan Jiyue controls the way of destiny. Be careful that she tampers with 

your destiny! Let you die without a place to bury!" 

 

"We are just some little disciples. We are absolutely not qualified to intervene in such a matter." 

 

Many disciples of Jianjia sword sect talked about it one after another. They were all witnesses to this 

storm. 

 

Since Chu Rou was hanged in public last time, some disciples of Jianjia sword sect have questioned the 

elders of Jianjia sword sect. 

 

Subsequently, there were some dark things that were disclosed by some disciples. 

 

For example, Chu Rou said that when Shen Mengjia swallowed up the girl's spirit, someone found a 

specific story and inferred Shen Mengchen's deeds through some clues. 

 

Then they found that those things had high credibility! Many details coincide with the rumor. 

 

In this way, the rumor has become a reality! This fact really shocked everyone. 

 

But then, the next day, the disciples of Jianjia sword sect found that the important witness was missing. 

 

The so-called accusation evidence has also become weak, and there is no room for a foothold at all. 

 

In addition, many Jianjia sword sect disciples were more or less warned by the school to stop interfering 

in this matter. 

 

But there are orders and exchanges. Such a move not only did not stop these curious Jianjia disciples, 

but they were enthusiastic. They went out collectively, either openly or secretly, and collected a lot of 

powerful information. 

 



The current storm of public opinion has made the atmosphere of the whole Jianjia sword sect a little 

strange. When the elders who used to be high and loved came out, they looked unnatural. 

 

It was in this case that sun Yerong came back. She was wearing a lavender dress. At this time, she was 

majestic and fell down with her rolling spirit! 

 

Her sword was like a golden sun, with infinite sword meaning. When it moved, it launched the last blow 

towards the protectorate array. 

 

Just under everyone's eyes, the sword idea was diffuse, the divine light appeared, and the stars in the 

universe shook one after another. Even the original power of heaven and earth could not stop this 

amazing sword. 

 

The terrible power of the nine heavenly divinity is not something that ordinary means can resist. 

 

With a loud noise, it burst out, and countless trees and rivers were evaporated. The earth was extremely 

hot, showing a hot red like molten slurry. 

 

"I want you to bury younger martial sister Chu!" 

 

Sun Yerong's eyes twinkled with a crazy look, which made people unable to look directly. 

 

The guardian God array, which has existed for many years, disappeared at this moment. It seemed to be 

scorched, emitting a trace of black smoke and burning marks everywhere. Such a terrible heat wave 

swept into the front of the Jianjia elders, leaving them nowhere to hide. They were swallowed by the 

sword before they even had time to make a miserable cry. 

 

The disciples of the sword sect all around fled one after another for fear of being affected. 

 

Those elders, one by one, are at least the level of nine layers of heaven in Baijiao territory, and even two 

have stepped into the ranks of heavenly kings. Their strength is very frightening. 

 



But Rao was so invincible that they were engulfed by the nine heavenly gods and fell into reincarnation 

and death. 

 

At the beginning, Jianjia sword sect didn't pay much attention to sun Yerong's attack, so it only sent a 

few elders of banbu Tianjun's ancestors to clean her up. 
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But now, things seem to be getting a little complicated. 

 

Sun Yerong used the formula of the mother sword of all things to supplement the sword Qi in her body 

and soon recovered to the peak. 

 

She drew her sword and looked around, but no one dared to confront her. 

 

"Jianjia sword sect, but so!" 

 

Sun Yerong raised her proud head and commented aloud. 

 

It can be seen to what extent she is disappointed in Jianjia sword sect that her firm supporters can say 

such heartless words! 

 

Sun Yerong didn't give a hand to those innocent disciples, but urged the power of Baihua divine sword. 

Black Lotus blossomed out one after another and went deep into the earth's veins, breaking all the 

spiritual veins that maintained the Reiki operation in Jianjia valley. 

 

With her move, it will take at least 500 years for these spiritual veins to recover again! 

 

There are abundant things in heaven and earth, and all things grow. Many Tiancai and Dibao, Linggen 

and Longmai grow in accordance with nature and are irreversible. 



 

After many disciples of Jianjia sect quit, they were not affected. 

 

These fluctuations startled the elders in Jianjia sword sect, and even the five venerable masters opened 

their eyes from their closed sleep. 

 

"What happened? Why was the Taoist heritage of the sect damaged?" 

 

A white haired elder, her eyes are cold. Her eyes show a complete chain of stars. From one to three, 

each place represents an original power, and now the light in the outermost places is obviously dim. 

 

At first, the white haired elder was just strange and thought that there were some fluctuations, but 

when the light dissipated completely, her look couldn't help changing. 

 

"What is it? It can produce such an effect!" 

 

The other elders could not help but look dignified. They never thought that a Jianjia disciple could 

produce such powerful destructive power. 

 

Now, they have to stop it. 

 

Several people got up one after another. Even if they couldn't go against heaven and kill sun Yerong, 

they could stop her violent behavior and avoid causing greater harm to Jianjia sword sect. 

 

At this time, in the Jianjia sword Valley, sun Yerong came to a ten thousand year old tree. 

 

This tree has bred many sword fruits. After being taken by the disciples of Jianjia sword sect, they can 

increase their accomplishments and consolidate their foundation. Those with outstanding talent can 

also realize a trace of heaven and earth sword power, so as to embark on the road to the peak at one 

stroke. 

 

Therefore, for a long time, this tree has been loved by many people, including sun Yerong. 



 

"What you can't get is often cherished, and what you get will be abandoned." 

 

She muttered to herself and waved a sword. 

 

Sun Yerong now has red eyes. As soon as she waved her sword, thousands of weather appeared, 

reducing the land of Tiancai and Dibao to ashes. 

 

She has nine heavenly divinities and holds the power of heaven. It can be said that it is easy to destroy 

the spirit of heaven and earth, which is also the power of law. 

 

"You don't want to keep any of these natural and local treasures." 

 

Sun Yerong's eyes were suddenly cold, her fingers pinched and printed quickly, and the hundred flower 

divine sword held by her other hand burst into the light of the crushing law. 

 

All this comes easily, and the speed of destruction is far faster than others think. 

 

All kinds of heavenly secrets emerged and turned into brilliant divine fire, and sun Yerong burned many 

origins of heaven and earth through this round of fire. 

 

In her elixir field, the divine light of the mother sword formula of all things shines wildly and flows 

continuously in her meridians. These are the counterattacks she has to bear. 

 

The nine heavenly divinity does not mean that it can be absorbed by absorption. It has to be 

continuously refined before it can be successfully refined! 

 

It also depends on the degree of quenching. The higher the degree of fusion, the more handy and 

powerful it will be. 

 

At the next moment, the light of the mother sword formula of all things released by her is about to 

reach the most violent state. 



 

It is in this state that autophagy burns like a fire and passes through the meridians to maximize the 

temperature of the human body. 

 

With great anger, sun Yerong clenched her lower lip and worked hard to support her. Her clothes were 

soaked. Suddenly, she was sweating and her concave convex figure also appeared. 

 

When the sword intention of the mother sword formula of all things turns to the moment of perfection, 

it can burst out a startling blow. 

 

Since she entered Jianjia sword sect, she didn't intend to go back alive. 

 

She wants to avenge the people she cares about. 

 

The price of fear of death. 

 

This is the way in her heart. 

 

She tossed and turned countless times, not sure whether to take revenge. 

 

Until she thought of her past with her younger martial sister, her face and the Tao in her heart. 

 

She set foot on Jianjia sword school without hesitation. 

 

This is doomed to be a road of no return, but it's worth dying for the Tao in your heart and for Jianjia 

sword sect to pay the price! 

 

Boom! 

 



At this moment, a powerful force fell from the sky and hit sun Yerong on the top of his head, which 

made sun Yerong's blood churn and spit out blood suddenly. 

 

"What is that?" 

 

She was suddenly frightened and her eyes were shocked. At this time, she could feel a strong breath 

coming towards her, almost reaching the edge of destruction. 

 

On the lake that was about to be destroyed, a woman appeared. Her white hair was floating, cold and 

dust-free. She couldn't see her true age. 

 

When sun Yerong saw this man, his pupils shrank violently. 

 

In front of him, his eyes were like electricity. He was cold and almost unmatched. He was the head of 

the five elders of Jianjia sword sect. 

 

Her strength in the sect is also second only to the sect leader and several supreme elders. It can be said 

that she is very powerful. 

 

Lengjuechen held a long blue sword and waved it constantly, while mysterious Dharma decisions 

stretched out like a waterfall and came down. 

 

The bright blue light poured down from her eyes and turned into a protective cover to firmly protect 

those precious spiritual veins. 

 

"Sun Yerong, you defected from the sect and did such harm to your interests, but you still don't know 

how to repent and continue to misbehave. Your crime is unforgivable! Today, our elder will clear away 

the remaining sins of the sect for your master." 

 

As soon as lengjuechen said this, the surging Linghu suddenly became more turbulent, just like boiling, 

vast and mighty. 

 



Her move is called "growing lotus step by step". It is a unique move of Qinglian divine sword. It is 

extremely powerful. When she cultivates to a high level, she can make the sun, moon and stars use it. 

She can move mountains and reclaim the sea. 

 

Although we have not cultivated it to an unprecedented level with the strength of lengjuechen, it is also 

enough to amaze all sentient beings. 

 

Many disciples of Qinglian sword sect hurried away, and even the venerable elders shot. Sun Yarong was 

destined to die here. They didn't want to be buried with sun Yarong. 

 

The whole mountain is shrouded in blue light, as if there is a layer of peerless prohibition, isolating 

everything. 

 

In that mountain range, countless ancient tombs turned into sharp swords and rose into the sky. 

Unexpectedly, they gathered into the cyan mask. 
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The boundless trees rushed up and then crashed down. At this time, they had become countless debris, 

spilling one after another. Each debris was wrapped in the killing intention of the green light. 

 

The blue rain all over the sky, flying and dancing, appears in the air. 

 

In this way, there are countless aesthetic feelings, which gradually become gorgeous and complicated. 

 

Sun Yerong doesn't think the green rain is very beautiful. In her opinion, this is one of the most violent 

killing opportunities in the world, and few people can resist it. 

 

A green sword, stir for nine days! 

 

Under this sword, the sun and moon are sleepless and the stars are dim. 



 

Everything is illusory. 

 

Sun Yerong even felt that if the sword idea penetrated one more point, her body would become 

ethereal, even tend to dissipate and no longer exist. 

 

The strength of the other party is hundreds and thousands of times stronger than her, which is 

theoretically unmatched. 

 

But sun Yerong was not afraid at all. When she came to Jianjia sword school, she actually had no 

intention to go again! 

 

Even if you want to go, you have to charge enough interest before you go. At this time, it is far from 

what she wants. 

 

She looked coldly at the sky with a slight contempt. 

 

"What qualifications do you have to preach to me? You are just one of the hypocrites who are dignified. 

The Jianjia sword sect is mercenary and ignores black and white. It has long lost the perfect and 

beautiful words left by the Jianjia fairy." 

 

Listening to her words, many Jianjia sword sect disciples were shocked. 

 

Elder martial sister sun really dares to say! In recent years, Jianjia sword sect has never been so bold. 

 

In other words, in recent years, no one dared to openly resist brutal rule of the Jianjia sword sect. 

 

But now, some people say cruel words in front of them and don't pay attention to the senior elders of 

Jianjia sword sect at all. 

 

The lengjue dust hanging in the sky and other elders were stunned. 



 

They have always been in a high position, respected and treated well. They call and wave to others. For 

these disciples, all they do is command and reprimand. 

 

How can you expect that one day, these disciples dare to shout at them and speak unkindly. 

 

"What did you say? But dare you say it again!" 

 

Leng juechen was immediately angry. Her strength completely suppressed sun Yerong, but there was no 

law for the other party to shrink back. 

 

"It's just a disciple who carries evil. He is as small as a mole ant and wants to hurt Jianjia sword sect. It's 

a fool's dream." 

 

Lengjuechen waved the green lotus sword. 

 

Only a buzzing sound was heard, and the visions all over the sky began to boil, and there was only one 

direction to go. 

 

That's where sun Yerong is! 

 

The green lotus sword was made of stars. It picked the ancient green lotus that survived in ancient times 

and quenched it with the offspring of green lotus. It took nearly tens of thousands of years to calcine it 

alone. 

 

The green lotus divine sword born is enough to rival all the swords in the world without losing the wind! 

 

So now, the invincible sword Gang erupted by Qinglian divine sword, like a storm, swept out, carrying 

the momentum of destroying the sky and the earth. 

 

The sword Qi sweeps out. Only the remaining power can make people feel scared. How terrible it must 

be if it really becomes the target of such sword moves! 



 

Sun Yerong's pretty face changed slightly. As soon as her palm turned over, the flower sword also rose 

from the sky. 

 

The light origin of divine skill surrounds sun Yerong's whole body. It looks like a holy and peaceful spirit 

without the slightest sense of killing. 

 

Only when the ferocious attack comes nearby, the origin of the nine gods will turn into a majestic long 

sword, which will shine when it is waved and cut. 

 

This light lasted for about a few seconds and was suppressed by the blue magic sword. 

 

After all, there is still a huge strength gap between the two sides. It is unrealistic to rely only on divine 

magic to support. 

 

The endless afterwaves spread, vibrated, and even turned into nothing. 

 

The activities of Tianjian also spread, and turned into layers of ripples, which could not be 

accommodated even in heaven and earth. 

 

Countless debris obstacles, like the rootless duckweed, fluttered everywhere, filled between heaven and 

earth, turned into a sharp knife, wantonly cut, spread in the sky, as if entering a no man's land. 

 

The blue sword magic light is mixed with the unparalleled magic power. They are entangled with each 

other. No one can do anything in a short time. 

 

Lengjuechen controlled Qinglian sword. He looked relaxed and indifferent. He didn't suffer much 

pressure. On the other hand, on sun Yerong's side, the ripples of the surrounding space were broken a 

little and became shaky. 

 

And she also clenched her teeth and looked unwilling. 

 



But the arm can't beat the thigh after all, and the strength gap between the two is too big. Even when all 

the brilliance condensed to the time point of a moment, the unparalleled power burst. 

 

The two sides are equivalent to perishing each other and dying together, but from the scope that the 

exerciser can bear, sun Yerong can't bear such heavy pressure at all. 

 

Her body seemed to be squeezed out of control by the terrible force, and the blood mist burst out from 

her seven orifices. 

 

Just for a moment, sun Yerong became a bloody man, bloody and terrible. 

 

It is also accompanied by countless majestic forces attached to the skin surface to prevent sun Yerong's 

self-healing. 

 

"This... Why can't the Reiki in my body work?" 

 

Sun Yerong was immediately shocked, but at this moment, she had no other way to resolve this 

towering threat. 
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The divine array arranged by the mother sword formula of all things dissolves most of the pressure of 

Qinglian divine sword, but the overflow part is enough to inflict unprecedented damage on her body. 

 

"You don't have to fight anymore. Although you get the formula of the mother sword of all things, it 

doesn't mean you can really control it." 

 

The tone of lengjuechen is as cold as frost, as if it were frozen black iron that will not melt for thousands 

of years. 

 



For sun Yerong, her heart is full of killing intention, and her intuition also tells her that she can't keep 

this son. 

 

If you stay, it will be a great trouble in the future. 

 

Therefore, as soon as she came up, she showed the strongest killing move, used the green lotus to lead 

out the vast power between heaven and earth, erase the power of the mother sword formula of all 

things, and suppress sun Yerong. 

 

But now she frowned. 

 

Although sun Yerong was seriously injured under her heavy attack, the light brought by the nine heaven 

magic still remained between heaven and earth and did not dissipate with it. 

 

She won't believe it! She really can't help it! 

 

Moreover, this is the nine heavenly divination in the incomplete state. If it is a complete divination, the 

power will not stop here. 

 

"Hum, I'll see how long you can last." 

 

This time lengjuechen stopped holding her hand. The green lotus sword she held seemed to wake up, 

turn into a dragon, soar up and break away from the confinement of the sky. 

 

The mighty divine light came down, like tearing open the world and surrounded sun Yerong. 

 

But sun Yerong seemed to be crazy. Regardless, she rushed forward. Her whole body had cracked 

everywhere, and the blood light spread out. 

 

Although there is light to protect the body, it is not enough to cover the defects. 

 



"All things mother sword formula, close!" 

 

Sun yelong whispered. She urged the spirit to read. The original force that coincided with the nine 

heavenly divinity turned into a raging tide and tore out all kinds of torrents in the starry sky. 

 

Boom! 

 

In the face of the green lotus sword, sun Yerong responded with a head-on blow. At this moment, the 

whole world seemed to be involved. Chaos was born and Hongmeng appeared. The two collided with 

each other, just like the ultimate duel between the two galaxies. 

 

Under such circumstances, the sparks generated are endless and endless, just like re evolution and 

becoming a world of its own. 

 

Seeing this, several elders behind lengjuechen suddenly felt that things were bad. They got up and came 

around to urge the aura in their body and jointly arranged the field array. 

 

They are all senior leaders of Jianjia sword sect. After stepping into the level of heavenly king, their 

perception becomes much sharper. 

 

Therefore, they immediately felt that sun Yerong might have other plans, so they had to guard against it. 

 

Rao was so quick that they reacted, but they were a step slower after all. Sun Yerong's mouth raised a 

faint smile. When she looked up again, the smile burned into a crazy sense of war. 

 

And in an instant, the roar spread, and the unparalleled sword light crushed everything within a ten mile 

radius into dust. 

 

She's trying to explode! 

 

Seeing this, the elders gave up the idea of ending the battle and sought self-protection one after 

another. 



 

Although they are powerful, the formula of the mother sword of all things is a divine skill handed down 

countless years ago! Since the birth of Hongmeng, it has existed, immortal and endless. 

 

Sun Yerong knew that he had reached the point of exhaustion. If he wanted to move forward, it would 

become extremely difficult. 

 

All she did was to draw out some senior elders of Jianjia sword sect. 

 

Lead them out and complete self explosion by the power determined by the mother sword of all things. 

 

On the way to the netherworld, you can pull one by one. 

 

This is her way. 

 

"Do you think I really want to fight you and decide the outcome?" 

 

Sun Yerong stretched out her arms and an invisible force shook the world and spread out in waves. It 

was pure white and extremely bright. 

 

When it shines to the extreme, there are tiny cracks that spread from the inside to the outside. 

Countless small swords composed of white light burst into a vast sea of power. 

 

Shock, shock, awe. 

 

This is the idea of many Jianjia sword sect disciples. 

 

The sword meaning released by sun Yerong has gone beyond the scope of heaven and earth, through 

ancient and modern times, and cut through the sky. It seems to be an incomparable great force rising at 

this moment. 

 



Not only those watching the battle, but also the elders of Jianjia sword sect were surprised. 

 

This kind of power is really too vast, and communicates with the world, so that all demons and monsters 

in the world have nowhere to hide! 

 

Until then, lengjuechen could see sun Yerong's will to die. 

 

She doesn't mean to resist at all. What she wants to do is destroy! 

 

This guy, is he crazy! 

 

She actually wants to use the power of the nine heavenly divinities to expose herself. Does she think 

that with her current body, she can withstand the most terrible counterattack? 

 

Boom!! 

 

The extremely terrible sound of explosion sounded in this place. Lengjuechen no longer hesitated. He 

directly summoned a layer of iron armor cold clothes to cover his body surface, and protected the body 

and contracted the spirit with the strongest spiritual power. 

 

As a strong man at the level of heavenly king, she didn't have to protect herself by such a retreat, 

otherwise it would be a joke to spread, and others would say that she did it because she was afraid. 

 

However, under the endless pressure of the nine heaven divinity, lengjuechen had no face. At the same 

time, she also made a voice to remind others. 

 

As for whether those people have heard it or not, whether they can respond in time is beyond her 

consideration. 

 

Sun Yerong was calm in her heart. She knew that with her own strength, even self explosion could not 

achieve the effect. 

 



Only with the help of the power of the nine heavenly gods can we detonate ourselves and produce 

results. 

 

That's the only thing she can do! 

 

Chu Rou, elder martial sister will avenge you today! 

 

Sun Yerong thought, and she seemed to be a shining jade at this time. Those lights turned into countless 

sharp swords, gushed and rolled up, and even cut off all the connecting channels between the void. 

 

She took the flesh as a sacrifice and let those empty swords bloom with unparalleled sharpness and 

killing intention. 

 

Several elders of Jianjia sword sect wanted to stop it, but it was too late. 

 

They couldn't even protect themselves. They were hit by the vast sword meaning that washed the sky, 

and the defense array they hurriedly built was scattered. 

 

Among them, two elders have been beaten to the death of their flesh and broken spirits. 

 

The strong man of banbu Tianjun, swept by the nine heavenly divinities shrouded in endless divine 

power, had no time to call for help. 

 

This time, the power of self explosion spread all over the area. Countless elders and disciples of Jianjia 

sword sect retreated one after another. Shouts and screams filled the sky. 
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In this situation, several elders disappeared and had no power to fight back. Even if the remaining elders 

formed a Dharma array, they were instantly broken, spitting blood and seriously injured. 



 

Some disciples of Jianjia sword sect gathered around to watch the war, which was affected, but it was 

not as terrible as the elder. 

 

In this self explosion, the number of deaths and injuries has reached tens of thousands. 

 

If the rest had not walked early and stood far, they might have been affected. 

 

The spiritual veins within a thousand miles were completely broken into dust and no longer exist in this 

self explosion storm. 

 

After this war, the Jianjia sword sect suffered immeasurable damage. 

 

There were also several small worlds that independently cultivated spiritual herbs and elixirs, which 

were destroyed into fragments of the void and swallowed up by the turbulence in the desolate void. 

 

The power of magic, such terror! 

 

At the last moment, a group of thousands of disciples were about to perish. They felt the wave of death 

and were shocked. Despair sprang up and almost swallowed them up. 

 

But at this time, the two venerable elders of the sect used magical means, and several world destroying 

swords emerged together, flashing light, blocking the origin of the violent divine art! 

 

"Jianjia blood array!" 

 

With a clear drink ringing through the world, dozens of elders of Jianjia sword sect looked solemn and 

ready. Of course, the leader is the first master of xuanhai: Jianjia sect. 

 

Around them are the other two supreme elders of Jianjia sword sect. Their strength is only a line weaker 

than that of Jianjia sect leader. They can be called real big people. 



 

All these big men are out, which shows the seriousness of the divine disaster storm. 

 

"Sacrifice to heaven with my blood!" 

 

Sun Yerong continued her final madness, and a faint smile appeared on her face. 

 

If you can see that you have done so much harm to the despicable high-level of Jianjia sword sect before 

you die, you will die without regret! 

 

"You dare!" 

 

One of the supreme elders was furious when she saw this scene. She took her hand as a sword and cut 

wildly in the wind. The sharp blade crossed the void and made a loud noise like thunder, 

 

"As a disciple of Jianjia sword sect, you have no respect for your superiors. We will certainly put you into 

reincarnation and frustrate your bones and ashes to punish heinous crimes!" 

 

The fierce sword blade fell fiercely, as if to suppress the heavens, sweep the world and destroy the 

galaxy. It can't be stopped anyway. 

 

The destructive light of the nine heavenly divinity is at the end of a powerful crossbow after so many 

people have been seriously injured. 

 

Moreover, the last blow she just released seriously injured several elders of Jianjia sword sect. 

 

One for many, but also destroyed many spiritual veins. This war is worth it. 

 

Sun Yerong's mouth aroused a faint smile. 

 



Even though the world is beautiful, some things still have to be done! 

 

Farewell, ye Chen. 

 

Farewell, the world. 

 

Junior sister Chu Rou, I'm coming down with you! 

 

The devil's killing intention came impressively. 

 

Sun Yerong burned her heart and her head was covered with black silk, and her eyes looked up to the 

sky, slightly absent-minded. 

 

What is there on the xuanhai sea? Can the will of Jianjia fairy come back to the world? To wash away all 

the sins of Jianjia sword sect. 

 

Everything has become the past. She has no regrets in her heart, but only a trace of regret. 

 

Why should she meet Ye Chen at the last time of her life? 

 

The so-called cycle of heaven and the reincarnation of all things. If she doesn't meet Ye Chen, maybe she 

can stay in Jianjia sword school again because she won't fight with Jianjia sword school. 

 

But then she would be very unhappy. 

 

What's the point of living like a walking corpse for many years? 

 

Perhaps the most brilliant fireworks can only bloom in an instant, not for a long time. 

 

Sun Yerong closed her eyes and looked very calm. 



 

She made the last wish in her heart, and the next moment, the billowing torrent of sword meaning 

swallowed it up. 

 

In the blink of an eye, her form and spirit were destroyed, and she was not even qualified to enter 

reincarnation. 

 

All the people around witnessed all this. As sun Yerong was killed by the supreme elder, the pressure 

brought by the mother sword formula of all things gradually subsided. 

 

However, no one seems to find that under the bright light, there is a dull brilliance. 

 

After the supreme elder accepted the move, he looked solemn and looked around. Everywhere he could 

see, everyone felt the power of this authority. 

 

This is the majesty that a real superior can have. 

 

"Jianjia sword sect disciples, you have also witnessed this scene. I hereby declare that sun Yerong is a 

great disgrace in the history of Jianjia sword sect. From then on, all disciples should take her as a 

warning. If a similar situation happens again, they will be killed on the spot and implicate nine families." 

 

The voice of the supreme elder was as loud as thunder. No one dared to look at her where her eyes 

passed. 

 

That's the so-called majesty! 

 

Almost at this time, in the Jianjia valley with the door open, a figure entered quietly without disturbing 

anyone. 

 

The man was Ye Chen. He disguised himself and joined the ranks of those disciples. 

 

At this time, the battle has also ended, and some people are doing the finishing work. 



 

When ye Chen mixed in the crowd heard their discussion, he couldn't help but change his face. 

 

Sun Yerong is dead! For ye Chen, the news was like a thunderbolt from the blue. 
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If there is anyone worth making friends with in the xuanhai, there is almost no one else except sun 

Yerong. 

 

But now sun Yerong is dead! 

 

Such a result stimulated Ye Chen. In his eyes, murderous Qi gradually appeared. 

 

Isn't the integrity of the world worthy of survival? 

 

He clenched his fists and his anger rose. 

 

At this time, several people were talking about what they said, which was ironic and ugly. 

 

"It's said that sun Yerong pretends not to eat human fireworks on the surface and is very coquettish 

behind his back. He often goes outside to hook up with wild men. He doesn't know who he's hot with." 

 

A male disciple secretly guessed with an unkind smile on his mouth. 

 

"Pull it down! You can see what strength she was before she died. She is the proud girl second only to 

that guy. She is regarded as a treasure by the sect. It's a pity that she has a good hand and plays poorly." 

 



"I don't know if you've heard. The Tianjian sect disciple in the sword meteorite space had an affair with 

sun Yerong." 

 

"Really?" 

 

"Otherwise, why do you think sun Yerong tried his best to protect him in the sword meteorite space? 

And why did ye kill Tian save sun Yerong on the way regardless of his life? Isn't it because the dog men 

and women are tangled!" 

 

"Ha ha, brother, I have a good opinion!" 

 

“……” 

 

These people were chatting, and a burst of laughter broke out from time to time, which formed a strong 

contrast with their previous appearance of running away in a hurry. 

 

Just then an untimely voice came in. 

 

"You said Chu Rou was executed?" 

 

The speaker is Ye Chen. 

 

The fat man with an evil smile looked back and saw that he was a stranger. He nodded coldly. 

 

This time ye Chen understood! Sun Yerong clearly promised himself. From then on, he lived in seclusion 

in the mountains and forests and didn't ask about world affairs. Finally, he came to Jianjia sword sect, 

which caused such a sensation. 

 

All this may be because Jianjia sword sect executed Chu rou. After all, Chu Rou risked her life to come to 

Tianjian sect to convey the news to herself. 

 



Finally, he also successfully intercepted sun Yerong according to the position given by Chu rou. 

 

It can be said that Chu Rou's death was the last straw to crush sun Yerong. 

 

Ye Chen sighed and immediately put out a hand, went in from the chattering fat man's back, put out his 

hand in his chest, and held a slowly beating heart. 

 

The fat man's gossip stopped suddenly. He looked down at the position of his chest and couldn't believe 

it. 

 

"Whoever has a bad mouth, kill him." 

 

Ye Chen's voice was indifferent and ruthless, and suddenly pinched and burst the heart. 

 

The reddish brown effort shot out and fell on a crowd nearby. 

 

They suddenly turned crazy and hurriedly retreated. They really couldn't figure it out. Wasn't it still 

good? Why did you suddenly kill? 

 

"You dare to kill people in the sect. Are you impatient?" 

 

Another man roared at once, but before he finished his words, a light came and penetrated his throat. 

 

Another person was killed. 

 

Everyone else panicked. Why did this guy kill for no reason? Where did he come from? 

 

"You people deserve to die." 

 



At the moment, ye Chen was very angry. From the very beginning, Jianjia sword school acted recklessly 

in the space of seeing God. 

 

At the back, the actions of the top leaders of Jianjia sword sect made him feel cold. 

 

Is there any need for such a sect to exist? 

 

The anger in Ye Chen's heart was hard to express in words. He took the dragon Yuan Heavenly Sword 

that was not out of its sheath, stepped step by step to the place where the crowd gathered, waved and 

cut. 

 

At the next moment, hundreds of heads were raised and fell into the clouds. 

 

Until then, the elders who were dealing with the aftermath of the spiritual pulse responded that a large 

number of disciples behind them had died. 

 

"Who dares to be presumptuous in Jianjia sword sect!" 

 

An elder scowled angrily. She picked up the sword next to her and was very angry. 

 

But as soon as her roar fell to the ground, a sword light came through the void. 

 

The elder hurried to escape, but he still couldn't escape the fate of being seriously injured. 

 

After the other elders reacted, they were angry, summoned weapons and killed here. 

 

But how can ye Chen shrink back? He directly held the Longyuan Heavenly Sword in the air, and a huge 

figure circled out. Under the towering Blood Sword, a blood dragon crawled quietly, with blood awning 

all over and red light. 

 



The dragon eyes contain the cold King's killing intention, like bloody runes and regulations, which 

change the aura of the world. 

 

Under such pressure, many disciples and elders were afraid one after another. Before they could escape 

far, the dragon of blood light spewed out a dragon breath. 

 

For a moment, it was like the eruption of a lava volcano, with endless ferocity, and every drop of molten 

slurry seemed to be refined by Bawei real fire. The temperature was hot, which was beyond the range 

that this law could bear. 

 

"What?" 

 

"What's going on? Why did this kind of thing come in?" 

 

Many people feel creepy one after another. 

 

An elder in the inner hall looked solemn. He had stepped into the ranks of the heavenly king. Although 

he did not rank in the head position, his strength should not be underestimated. 

 

He led several elders to the area to confront. 

 

"Rebel, where are you going?" 

 

The elder thought Ye Chen was going to release such a powerful martial arts and took the opportunity to 

escape, so he quickly used the power of the source of Reiki to build a blockade field. 

 

The other eight elders quickly filled the seats. They were in different positions to communicate with the 

power of heaven and earth in Jianjia sword valley. 

 

They felt the surging power of the blood and looked dignified. 

 



I'm afraid the boy's strength is not so easy to deal with. 

 

"Elder Hu, the patriarch and two supreme elders are repairing the spiritual pulse underground. We must 

not let this person in and disturb her!" 

 

Another elder, who was also at the level of heavenly king, gave a voice to remind him. 

 

The elder Hu nodded and looked at Ye Chen. His face became cold. 

 

"No matter what it is, it can't be wild in Jianjia sword sect. He must die today. Listen to my orders and 

form a nine star sword array!" 

 

The body of elder Hu turned into a streamer and soared up with dignity. 

 

"Nine stars and beads! The sword is mighty!" 

 

Elder Hu looked up at the sky and shouted loudly. He was in the clouds. The sound was like thunder and 

hot. 

 

The other eight elders rose up one after another and printed into the track of the divine awn pattern 

that had already emerged according to their respective directions. 

 

Their breath is very strong. 

 

Nine stars and beads are impressively listed here! 

 

Ye Chen hasn't met the array of zongmen elders before, but it's the first time he's seen such a large 

array of women! 
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Among the nine elders, no one is old and yellow. They are all young and beautiful. No matter how bad it 

is, they also have the temperament of being arrogant. 

 

"Array thunder robbed!" 

 

Elder Hu is located in the eye of the array and is the hub of the whole array. In order to protect her, 

almost all defense forces are near the eye of the array. 

 

"Yes!" 

 

Twelve elders were in the array and connected into nine stars and beads. Each breath was 

superimposed and became extremely powerful. 

 

An incomparably dazzling light of God rushed into the sky, and the towering blood gas of the blood 

dragon became shaky under such rolling. 

 

The sky seemed to have been penetrated, revealing the huge atmosphere of the universe. Meteorites 

fell down and scattered everywhere, and smashed through several peaks, leaving indelible traces. 

 

But in the Longyuan Heavenly Sword, the fighting spirit of the blood dragon's eyes became more and 

more fierce and crazy. 

 

In its dictionary, there has never been the word fear. 

 

The stronger the opponent, the richer the treasure art, and the stronger its desire to devour. 

 

When he was dominating, which time didn't he directly tear up his opponent and see if he dared to be 

arrogant? 

 



It's the best way to crush with force and control violence with violence. 

 

Ye Chen narrowed his eyes and carefully observed the nine star RUF rising from the sky! 

 

This array should come from a mysterious place. It can be judged that its lethality is not low by 

momentum alone. 

 

Elder Hu's eyes suddenly changed, his palms pushed forward, and the vision and fire behind them 

poured in one after another. 

 

The array lines lit up and completely sealed off the place. They were suspended above the sky. With this 

layer of divine fire, they were not afraid of being urged, so they could take their time. 

 

"Attack!" 

 

Elder Hu only issued such a simple instruction. The part connected by the nine stars and beads was 

bright and burst into darkness. 

 

If so, Longyuan Tianjian must not bear it! 

 

Countless thunder, lightning, high winds and ground fires all emerged. 

 

At the top of the sky, there came another incredible voice, which seemed to be hidden outside that day. 

 

"If you want to kill me, I'm afraid you're not qualified." 

 

Ye Chen's face showed disdain, and his eyes were suddenly unafraid. 

 

"Roar!" 

 



Holding up the Longyuan Heavenly Sword, the blood dragon, who had endured for a long time, burst out 

in an instant. With a roar, the vast ancient breath came to his face. 

 

The roar of laughter in the sky attracted waves in the void. 

 

A hanging river, galloping and passing, is endless. 

 

But the color of the river is snow red, especially clear and dazzling. 

 

The two collided and immediately had a violent reaction. 

 

Nine powerful elders from both sides came to arrange the array, and ye Chen was only alone, and the 

gap can be imagined. 

 

Ye Chen is under such concussion. A trace of blood spilled from the corners of the mouth. 

 

That was the shock he suffered when he used his flesh to resist. 

 

However, it is only the use of the flesh. 

 

When ye Chen saw this, he grinned. His whole body was calm and spontaneous combustion. The brush 

rose up, emitting an extremely terrible temperature. 

 

"Since you're going to fight! Then be ready to destroy both form and spirit." 

 

In Ye Chen's double pupils, reincarnation blood is like boiling magma, which never stops. 

 

At this moment, ye Chen used the mother sword formula of all things sealed in his body. 

 

Countless mysterious swords glittering brightly emerged, each with the power to split heaven and earth. 



 

The eight elders all looked frightened. 

 

Because the breath burst out by Ye Chen has become so powerful that it is outrageous. 

 

As long as they get close, they can completely break up their nine star beads. 

 

Of course, elder Hu also found such changes and was a little flustered. 

 

"This man is not Jianjia sword sect... He is. He's here to help sun Yerong!" 

 

Elder Hu's mind contracted several times, which fully confirmed that the formula of the mother sword of 

all things summoned by Ye Chen had the same root as the power finally revealed by sun Yerong. 

 

The power of the mother sword formula of all things in the xuanhai is extremely terrible! 

 

The last time sun Yerong's means were enough to see! They can't carry it for the second time! 

 

Ye Chen snorted coldly and waved. Those majestic sword Qi immediately ran forward, and everything 

rolled into dust. 

 

Elder Hu was in a hurry. She quickly said, "burn blood essence quickly and fight against the nine 

heavenly gods!" 

 

Several other elders hesitated. Burning menstrual blood means consuming their own aura source in 

exchange for a short-term rise in strength. 

 

After that, it will damage the foundation and affect the subsequent strength growth. 

 

"If we can't stop him today, we don't want to return to our ancestors safely!" 



 

Elder Hu clenched his teeth. 

 

When the other elders heard this, they all looked shocked. They didn't hesitate at once. They followed 

together, and countless powerful breath burst out and swept the world. 

 

They may be more afraid of the blame of the patriarch than the fall of the realm. 

 

Nine elders were connected into a zigzag line again. At first glance, there was nothing unusual. 

 

But as they released the power of blood essence, bright red quickly filled this crooked curve and 

bloomed in a moment. 

 

The towering blood is like a bloody dragon, entrenched under the starry sky. 

 

The momentum is almost the same as that of the blood dragon, even far more than that of the blood 

dragon! 

 

The majestic power is burning, and countless wild forces come like thunder. 

 

There is no hiding place. 

 

It seems that there are blood and gas disasters sweeping out and burning. No matter how many 

difficulties and dangers there are, they will all be broken together. 

 

Such a crisis is unimaginable! 
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And ye Chen's pupil also suddenly contracted to the extreme. The majestic blood shrouded him all over. 

For a moment, he seemed to disappear. 

 

At this point, ye Chen's body shape disappeared. 

 

Elder Hu and others breathed a sigh of relief, and a relieved smile appeared on their faces. 

 

Such hidden dangers have finally been solved. 

 

Although they all paid a great price, it is a good thing for Jianjia sword sect. 

 

Elder Hu breathed a sigh of relief and just wanted to speak. 

 

"Huh?" 

 

At the moment when they choose to relax, the ancient atmosphere spreads out in the sky. 

 

This breath is very distant, as if it came from the birthplace of the long river of history. Countless blood 

came to them along the flood of emptiness. 

 

Vicissitudes, far away, no trace! 

 

A blood dragon emerged from the abyss, far and deep, carrying a strong meaning of blood. 

 

The pieces of dragon scales, both real and statue like, were filled with blood, and the layer of cutin 

covered was very solid, just like a layer of armor that appeared from time to time, covering his body, 

revealing a ferocious look. 

 

"What is that? Is that... An ancient demon?" 

 



Some elders couldn't help saying. 

 

Elder Hu didn't know what happened to Ye Chen. She just felt that from this moment on, the 

momentum of Ye Chen had changed. 

 

Become as if they can't match! It seems that such a vast force should not appear in the world. 

 

"Who the hell are you? Tear off your disguise! Sun Yerong is dead. You don't have to work hard for her." 

 

Elder Hu felt the majestic power contained in the soaring blood and Qi, and had the same root with the 

mother sword formula of all things. There was only one explanation. 

 

Sun Yerong divided half of the mother sword formula of all things to the man in front of him. 

 

This is not the case in the past. 

 

Elder Hu saw that the blood dragon stood still and had no intention of attacking for the time being, so 

he followed his advice: "if you hand over the half of the mother sword formula of all things, you can 

redeem the work, so Jianjia sword sect will not embarrass you. You can ask for it as long as your ability 

allows." 

 

Ye Chen heard the speech, but he smiled contemptuously. 

 

"If I believe you, I might as well choose to believe a dog." 

 

As soon as these words came out, the elders of Jianjia sword sect around couldn't sit still. 

 

Ye Chen said this, doesn't it mean that they are not even as good as dogs? 

 

Elder Hu's look suddenly sank. 



 

This son is now toasting and not drinking! 

 

Ye Chen didn't respond. He was condensing his strength and opened his eyes. In those eyes, it seemed 

that the sun and the moon were running alternately. 

 

All of these are gathered into a mighty momentum like the roar of the sea, such as the coming of natural 

disasters, and the amazing power spreads rapidly like the crack of time and space. 

 

"With your strength, you can't stop such magic!" 

 

As soon as ye Chen said this, the blood dragon roared up to the sky, and the violent sound wave shook 

out and hit the nine star beads hard. 

 

Just for a moment, the array composed of nine stars and beads fell apart, like clouds and smoke 

dissipated. 

 

The nine elders of the sword sect flew backward at the same time, because they could not bear the 

power of hegemony. 

 

They flew out together, vomited blood all over the ground and became very embarrassed. 

 

"Damn it!" 

 

That Hu Chang was always the strongest among these people. Her body barely fell to the ground. Even 

so, her mind was still greatly shaken. 

 

That wisp of power is not what she can contend with at all. 

 

Somehow, Hu Changlao has the strength of the heavenly king level, but he is very afraid of the mother 

sword formula of all things. 



 

Perhaps it is because it is the same as the origin of heaven and earth in the xuanhai. It has a natural 

restraining effect on those who cultivate and grow up in the xuanhai. 

 

But another power on Ye Chen also made Hu Changlao's hair stand on end. 

 

This guy is definitely not from Tianjian sect! Tianjian sect has fallen for many years and has never seen 

such evil spirits against the sky. 

 

Moreover, Jianjia sword sect once sent people to investigate, but the final result was that there was no 

past deeds. 

 

In this way, ye Chen's life experience has become the biggest mystery! 

 

On the other side, ye Chen was quietly suspended in the air. There was a sea of blood behind him, and 

there was a shining sword array composed of the mother sword formula of all things to protect his left 

and right, releasing soul stirring mysterious power. 

 

Two great and mysterious forces make ye Chen's figure show a hazy and mysterious color. 

 

He used the breath of all things' mother sword formula to cover up the fluctuation of reincarnation 

blood. At the same time, he used reincarnation blood to strengthen the way of change of all things' 

mother sword formula. 

 

There are many changes. If you are not a talented warrior, I'm afraid you can't move it! 

 

After a while, the changes here finally alerted the elders who went to the depths of the mountains to 

repair their spiritual veins. 

 

Lengjuechen is still the first to fly out. Her face is as cold and traceless as ever, but those with stronger 

strength can feel the fluctuation and instability of her breath. 

 



It was caused by sun Yerong's self explosion. Even if she wore cold clothes and iron armor and used the 

strongest defense means, she could not completely block the breath of the mother sword formula of all 

things. 

 

Such a peerless deity born in Hongmeng can sometimes ignore the gap of realm and directly hurt 

people's foundation! 

 

Two other people came out. They are black and white. 

 

Their faces were almost the same, but they were wearing black and white robes, like ghosts and gods in 

hell, almost expressionless, like sculptures. 

 

In addition, the very dignified supreme elder also came out. It was her sword that destroyed sun 

Yerong's defense and finally destroyed his spirit. 

 

Of course, the current leader of Jianjia sword sect came out. 

 

Quite a few people stand under the stars, all of them are strong at the level of Tianjun. Even Jianjia 

sword sect, all of its high-end combat power are here. 

 

There are eight top dignitaries at the peak of power of Jianjia sword sect. Now there are six standing 

here. 

 

This towering majesty is by no means comparable to that of ordinary people. 

 

Even people of Jianjia sword sect, standing hundreds of miles away, can feel that it is not black clouds 

that cover the sky, but the majesty of the top strong. 

 

It's so awesome that it's frightening. 

 

"Who are you?" 

 



Jianjia patriarch didn't hurry. He used part of his soul to deduce the causes and consequences, including 

the mysterious majesty emitted by Ye Chen during the battle. 

 

So she now doubts Ye Chen's identity, where he comes from and whether there are other supporters 

behind him. In a word, she will never think that ye Chen came out of Tianjian sect. 

 

"Who am I and what does it have to do with you? Back ten thousand steps, who are you? Why should I 

tell you?" 

 

As soon as ye Chen spoke, he didn't have a good tone. He really didn't like these people of Jianjia sword 

sect. 
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Hearing Ye Chen's words, some elders immediately raised their eyebrows and eyes, but after seeing the 

strength of Ye Chen's sword to break the nine star Lianzhu, they became angry and speechless. 

 

Those elders at the peak of power were not angry, and there was also exploration in their eyes. 

 

When the atmosphere became a little silent, one of the supreme elders spoke. 

 

She has been on the throne of supreme elder since a long time ago, and her power and status are very 

high. 

 

"As long as you hand over the half of the mother sword formula of all things, you can forget the past. In 

Jianjia sword school, you can take other treasures except Jianjia divine sword." 

 

The Supreme Master is always an old woman. It's not too much to say that he is one of the most senior 

and powerful people in Jianjia sword school. 

 

What she said naturally carries great weight. 



 

It is also a signal to Ye Chen that Jianjia sword sect is willing to lay down its weapons and negotiate with 

it. 

 

Moreover, several powerful supreme elders are here. That means very clearly. If you want to fight alone, 

you can never beat us. 

 

Whether you want to accept it or not, you have to accept it! 

 

Ye Chen couldn't hear the meaning contained in it, and immediately sneered in her heart. 

 

He once fought with the virtual shadow of the feather emperor, and also had a frontal confrontation 

with the wudian separation of the demon ancestor. 

 

Moreover, with his tenacious perseverance, he counter attacked and killed Hong Tianjing, once a 

hegemon in the world. 

 

These people may be able to surpass him in realm, but it is impossible to suppress him in spirit. 

 

"I think you think too much." Ye Chen shook her head. "You killed my friend and wanted to seize my 

things. Now you show a compassionate face and want to give alms to me. Do you really think I'm a good 

soft persimmon?" 

 

Ye Chen waved with his hand. Behind him, the mother sword formula of all things returned to the palm 

of his hand, and the magnificent blood dragon virtual shadow also dissipated slowly. 

 

"I won't use my strongest magic power today. I can let your Jianjia sword sect disciples come out to 

fight. I will certainly welcome them." 

 

At the moment, ye Chen reduced his strength to the freezing point and opened a gap like a natural moat 

with Tianjun. 

 



At this moment, Tiandao has been involved in the battle. If several big people present want to fight ye 

Chen, they have to weigh the counterattack they will suffer. 

 

After noticing Ye Chen's intention, their eyes couldn't help but be awed one after another. 

 

This boy is a chicken thief! It's hard for them to ride a tiger with such a move. 

 

"Then you have to think about it. In this way, you can't leave Jianjia sword sect." 

 

Jianjia's voice was as cold as frost, without any emotional color. With a wave of her hand, the boundry 

was repaired, even stronger than before. 

 

If you don't use magical powers or treasure skills, ye Chen can't fly at all. 

 

But if they use it, Jianjia sect leaders can shoot Ye Chen and quickly kill him with the momentum of 

thunder. 

 

Ye Chen smiled and didn't care too much. 

 

If he wants to escape, even those present can't catch him. 

 

It's just that it will cost him a lot. 

 

"Come on, don't talk so much nonsense. Let me see the strength of the disciples of Jianjia sword sect." 

 

Ye Chen drew out a Longyuan Heavenly Sword. The sword tip no longer showed towering blood light, 

but made a clanging sound along the scabbard. 

 

The standard of judging a sword is not only the divine power contained in it, but also the material 

characteristics of the sword itself. 



 

Only by refining it with reliable raw materials can it contain countless auras. 

 

Just as Jianjia patriarch and others frowned and thought, an ethereal and pleasant voice came out of the 

void. 

 

When ye Chen heard the voice, he immediately raised his eyebrows. 

 

Others followed the voice and saw that the light blue void door behind it rippled like water. Then the 

fairy in purple robe came out. 

 

It is Ye Chen's old enemy in his life: Xuan Jiyue. 

 

As the queen of the upper world, she dominates the whole world, and even many strong people are 

controlled by her. 

 

Even now when she comes to a higher level, Xuan Jiyue still has the temperament of coming out of the 

dust. She is as high as the queen, looks beautiful, but her eyes are like an iceberg that has not changed 

for thousands of years. 

 

Controlling destiny is equal to controlling the heavenly rules of all things in the world. To a certain 

extent, it can be a gift of destiny, which is similar to reincarnation. 

 

"Lord, elders, since this man comes to challenge the strength of our Jianjia sword sect, do as he wants! 

Disciples are willing to fight." 

 

Xuanji moon looked indifferent, and there was a mist rising around her, with a misty illusory sword 

meaning. 

 

Seeing this scene, everyone present was not calm, including Ye Chen. 

 

Because these little swords are the symbol of the mother sword formula that has refined all things. 



 

Half of the formula of the mother sword of all things is in her own hands, and the other half is in sun 

Yerong's hands. 

 

Obviously, after sun Yerong's accident, the half fell into xuanjiyue's hand! 

 

Nine heavenly divinities, each of which is shocking and frightening, can cause an uproar. 

 

For thousands of years, countless martial artists have been chasing frantically to get this dream of 

amazing magic. 

 

In addition to obtaining, the refining process is more difficult. It requires a strong talent to turn this 

ownerless thing into its own peerless magic power! 

 

At this time, there was a brilliant condensation in the center of Xuanji Yue's eyebrows, which turned into 

an ancient totem. There was a beautiful shadow like a relegated fairy, looming and dignified. 


